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Abstract

Evaluating automatic text simplification (ATS)
systems is a difficult task that is either per-
formed by automatic metrics or user-based eval-
uations. However, from a linguistic point-of-
view, it is not always clear on what bases these
evaluations operate. In this paper, we propose
annotations of the ASSET corpus that can be
used to shed more light on ATS evaluation. In
addition to contributing with this resource, we
show how it can be used to analyze SARI’s be-
havior and to re-evaluate existing ATS systems.
We present our insights as a step to improve
ATS evaluation protocols in the future.

1 Introduction

Automatic text simplification (ATS) is a task that
consists in automatically adapting a text to make
it more accessible for readers. It is the focus of
more and more attention from researchers, with
a growing number of publications every year and
some surveys published recently (Saggion, 2017;
Al-Thanyyan and Azmi, 2021; Štajner, 2021). As
it is the case in many domains, ATS tasks are cur-
rently mostly explored using deep learning (Nisioi
et al., 2017; Alva-Manchego et al., 2020b; Cooper
and Shardlow, 2020), although rule-based systems
are still being explored as well (Saggion, 2017;
Evans and Orasan, 2019; Wilkens et al., 2020).

One serious hurdle that the field is currently
facing is how to evaluate those systems (Grabar
and Saggion, 2022). There are two common ap-
proaches: human judgment and automatic evalua-
tion metrics. Human judgment is collected by ask-
ing people to rate the output of a system on a Likert
scale using three criteria: grammaticality, meaning
preservation and simplicity. This method is cer-
tainly encompassing, but requires lots of time and
effort. In contrast, automatic evaluation metrics
represent a reproducible and quick way to measure
the performance of ATS systems. The most com-
mon metrics currently used are: BLEU (Papineni

et al., 2002), a metric created to evaluate the perfor-
mance of machine translation systems; SARI (Xu
et al., 2016a), a metric specifically designed for
ATS; and the Flesch-Kincaid readability formula
(Kincaid et al., 1975). Although these metrics have
serious shortcomings (Sulem et al., 2018a; Alva-
Manchego et al., 2021; Tanprasert and Kauchak,
2021), their use is widespread in the field due to
their ease of use. BLEU and SARI require refer-
ence data (human made simplifications) and are
known to be more reliable when more references
are available. In other words, their behavior is a
function of the dataset used as the reference. Since
different audiences have different needs when it
comes to simplification (Rennes et al., 2022), mak-
ing sure that a dataset will reflect those specific
needs is important. Two other automatic metrics
have been used in text simplification research but
are not broadly used: BertScore (Zhang et al., 2020)
– a metric designed for language generation evalua-
tion – and SAMSA (Sulem et al., 2018b) – specif-
ically designed for ATS but not easy to use as it
requires semantic annotation.

In English, mostly three corpora are used for
evaluation: TurkCorpus (Xu et al., 2016b), ASSET
(Alva-Manchego et al., 2020a) and Newsela (Xu
et al., 2015). The first two share the same source
sentences, with different crowdsourced simplifi-
cations. For other languages, with less attention
from the community, systems are evaluated against
ad-hoc corpora (Kodaira et al., 2016; Cardon and
Grabar, 2020; Anees and Abdul Rauf, 2021; Spring
et al., 2021). Little is known about the way auto-
matic metrics are related to the different types of
simplification operations. Recent work (Vásquez-
Rodríguez et al., 2021) investigated the relation
of those metrics to basic computational operations
such as add, delete or insert, but no work focuses
on the linguistic simplifications listed in existing
typologies (Brunato et al., 2022; Gala et al., 2020;
Amancio and Specia, 2014).
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In this paper, we aim to investigate the follow-
ing hypothesis: evaluation metrics react differently
depending on the type of linguistic operations ap-
plied to produce the reference(s) and the output
of a system. To verify this hypothesis, we have
annotated the ASSET corpus with a broad set of
linguistic operations. The annotated resource is the
first contribution of the paper and we hope it can
spur research on new automated evaluation metrics.
A second contribution is the annotation process it-
self (see Section 3), as we provide an annotation
guide that has been validated with 9 annotators and
could be reused to annotate other corpora in a sim-
ilar way. In Section 4, we study SARI’s behavior
according to the operations we annotated and we
calculate the SARI and BLEU scores of published
systems on various subsets of ASSET (Section 4.2).
This new angle of observations on automatic ATS
evaluation, in relation with our hypothesis, is the
third contribution of this paper.

2 Literature Review

Historically, before statistical and then neural meth-
ods became the main focus of ATS research, typolo-
gies were a requirement for building ATS systems,
as they were the conceptual basis of rule-based
methods. As documented by Siddharthan (2014),
authors of ATS systems were mostly concerned
with syntax (Chandrasekar et al., 1996; Dras, 1999;
Brouwers et al., 2014) and produced typologies
of the syntactic operations they aimed at perform-
ing on sentence structures. In more recent works,
we could identify two main axes that were used to
build typologies of simplification operations: one
based on linguistic descriptions and the other one
based on string edits.

2.1 Linguistically Based Operation
Descriptions

The first type of typologies aims at identifying
the linguistic operations at work during the sim-
plification process. They have been studied for
a variety of languages: Spanish (Bott and Sag-
gion, 2014), Italian (Brunato et al., 2014, 2022),
French (Koptient et al., 2019; Gala et al., 2020),
Brazilian Portuguese (Caseli et al., 2009), Basque
(Gonzalez-Dios et al., 2018) and English (Amancio
and Specia, 2014). While they share some oper-
ations, for instance the transition from the verbal
passive voice to the active voice, those typologies
also have specific categories such as proximization

(Bott and Saggion, 2014) – changing a sentence
in order to address the reader directly – or specifi-
cation (Koptient et al., 2019) – keeping a difficult
term but adding an explanation next to it. Interest-
ingly, these two examples depend on the genre of
the text: it is unlikely to use proximization when
simplifying encyclopedia articles for instance, and
it is expected that specification would occur in text
genres that involve technical jargon. Those typolo-
gies have been used to give more information about
simplification corpora, and to observe what humans
do when they simplify texts. It should be noted that
none of the linguistically-based typologies have
been integrated into an evaluation protocol for ATS
systems, which is something that we hope to enable
with this work.

2.2 String Edits Based Operation Description

This axis pertains to operations where sentences
are seen as strings of tokens, that are edited dur-
ing simplification. To the best of our knowl-
edge, it has been explored almost exclusively
for English (Coster and Kauchak, 2011; Alva-
Manchego et al., 2017, 2020a; Vásquez-Rodríguez
et al., 2021), with one recent exception for Ital-
ian (Brunato et al., 2022). As with linguistic ty-
pologies, the operations also differ from one work
to the other, but the approach always consists in
observing what happens to the tokens during sim-
plification. There have been multiple uses for this
king of typology. Like the linguistically-based one,
it has been used to perform corpus analysis as a
goal in itself (Alva-Manchego et al., 2020a). It has
also been used to study the relation between string
distances and the scores given by automatic eval-
uation metrics (Vásquez-Rodríguez et al., 2021).
Some ATS systems incorporate such operations
in their architecture (Alva-Manchego et al., 2017;
Dong et al., 2019; Agrawal et al., 2021). The eval-
uation metric SARI integrates such operations as
sub-components in its computation: keep, add and
delete (See section 4.1 for more details about this).

3 Annotation

This section presents the dataset (Section 3.1) and
the typology of the operations we use for annota-
tion (Section 3.2). We then make a statement on
what we chose not to annotate but could have been
expected given the data and the current practices
in ATS evaluation (Section 3.3). We describe the
annotation process (Section 3.5) and we analyze
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the annotated set that served for the inter-annotator
agreement (Section 3.5), then we describe the re-
sulting resource (Section 3.6. We finally compare
our result with other similar works (Section 3.7.

3.1 Data
Two freely available corpora are currently widely
used for evaluation in works on ATS for English:
TurkCorpus (Xu et al., 2016b) and ASSET (Alva-
Manchego et al., 2020a). We retained ASSET,
which has been independently described as an im-
provement over TurkCorpus (Vásquez-Rodríguez
et al., 2021). The following section introduces the
operations with which we annotate the 3,590 refer-
ences in ASSET’s test set.

3.2 Typology
The works presented in Section 2.1 propose typolo-
gies built upon corpus observations. We build our
own, relying on those typologies. In consequence,
no new operations are introduced. The main goal is
to have a typology that can be used as the core on
which to build to analyze any corpus in any of the
languages on which our source material is made.
We did not take into account the genre-specific op-
erations, such as the ones mentioned in Section 2.1
(proximization and specification). For convenience,
we do not use a fine-grained distinction between
the grammatical functions of the constituents that
we annotate, thus we merged all the different part-
of-speech modifications into a single operation.

Below we present the resulting set of operations.
Each operation is shown along its short name that
we use in the rest of the article. Some of them
are self-explanatory and some are clarified with a
short comment. For more details and examples, see
Section 3 of the annotation guide in Appendix A.

We introduce the operations in two distinct sets:
the first one contains operations that can be mapped
to computational operations. The mapping of those
operations to computational operations is the fol-
lowing: insert (also referred to as add in the liter-
ature), delete and move are already words that are
used for computational operations. All the other
categories are replacements/substitutions. It should
be noted that the computational operation called
replace is sometimes considered as a combination
of add and delete, as it is the case in SARI for
instance.

• Move (move)
• Insert/Delete proposition (inprop, delprop)

• Insert/Delete modifier (inmod, delmod). The
definition of modifier we use is quite loose.
This covers both word-level modifiers (e.g.,
a qualifying adjective modifying a noun)
and sentence-level modifiers (e.g., adverbial
phrases).

• Insert/Delete for consistency (incst, delcst).
Any insertion or deletion required for the sen-
tence to remain grammatical after another op-
eration is performed.

• Insert/Delete Other (inoth, deloth). Any in-
sertion or deletion that does not fit in the other
insert categories.

• Replace with synonym (synonym)

• Replace with hyperonym (hyperonym)

• Replace with hyponym (hyponym)

• Replace singular with plural (s2p)

• Replace plural with singular (p2s)

• Replace segment with a pronoun (pron)

• Replace pronoun with its antecedent
(fromPron)

• Modify verbal features (verbf). Any change
of modality or tense on a verb.

The second set contains operations that can be
performed with various computational operation
combinations, or that are too complex to be consis-
tently mapped to computational operations.

• Active to passive (a2p)

• Passive to active (p2a)

• Part-of-speech change (POSchange)

• Split (split)

• Merge (merge)

• To impersonal form (toImp)

• To personal form (fromImp)

• Affirmation to negation (a2n)

• Negation to affirmation (n2a)

We also added a label named Erroneous simpli-
fication (err). While we do not assess simplicity,
this label lets the annotators signal manifest errors
either in adequacy or grammaticality that make
the simplification irrelevant as a reference in the
evaluation of an ATS system.
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3.3 Adequacy, Fluency and Simplicity

After describing the data we use and the typology
that we propose, we would like to mention the
aspects that we chose not to annotate. Usually,
manual evaluation of simplifications is performed
on three criteria: adequacy or meaning preserva-
tion, fluency or grammaticality, and simplicity. As
the simplifications in the corpus were made by hu-
mans, we do not use the usual 5-point Likert scale
and we simply chose to mark sentences that had
obvious issues in one of those aspects as erroneous.
We chose not to assess simplicity at all for several
reasons.

First, in the literature the methods for doing so
are not consistent from one work to the other; there
is a need for standardization (Stodden, 2021). We
consider that this is out of the scope of this paper.
Second, we believe that a judgment on simplicity
should be made by members of the target audi-
ence of the corpus or the system that is evaluated.
ASSET was not made for an identified target au-
dience, and, as an NLP research team, we do not
represent a typical demographic target. Plus, Alva-
Manchego et al. (2020a) collected human judg-
ments of simplicity on 100 sentences from ASSET
via crowdsourcing (with no specific demographic
target), and obtained an inter-annotator agreement
(Cohen, 1968) of 0.628. That observation corrobo-
rates the claim that assessing simplicity as a textual
property, without a target audience in mind, is not
optimal (Gooding, 2022).

3.4 Process

The annotation was performed using YAWAT (Ger-
mann, 2008), which has been used for the same
purpose previously (Koptient et al., 2019). YAWAT
lets the user create groups of tokens to annotate
within sentence pairs, either belonging to both sen-
tences or to one of the two (typically, insertions
and deletions occur only on one side, while other
operations such as synonymy involve tokens from
both sides).1 The creation of the typology preceded
the start of the annotation process and was the basis
for writing the annotation guide. Four persons (all
NLP researchers: two PhD students and two post-
docs) annotated the same 50 sentence pairs from
ASSET. Three work directly in text simplification,
one in adjacent domains such as lexical complexity

1A more recent and more user-friendly tool for ATS cor-
pora annotation exists, TS–ANNO (Stodden and Kallmeyer,
2022) but was not available yet during our annotation.

or readability. That step was used (1) for assessing
the clarity of the annotation guide, (2) to train the
annotators on the annotation tool and (3) to discuss
how to improve the annotation guide. It was the oc-
casion to discuss difficult cases and how to address
them2 in order to reach consensus, and to tune pri-
ority rules. The typology itself was not modified
as a result of those discussions.After this, we esti-
mated that the annotation requires 10 hours per 100
sentence pairs as an upper bound. We reproduced
that step twice, with 25 sentence pairs each time.

Once the final version of the guide was created,
we hired five Master’s students in linguistics (all
enrolled in an NLP track) for the annotation3. They
went through the same last two steps described
above. The students were paid4 to annotate. They
could perform the task at their convenience.

The final step before the whole annotation be-
gan was to have everyone – the four researchers
and the five students – annotate the same 50 new
sentence pairs from ASSET. We calculated the
inter-annotator agreement with the Davies & Fleiss
agreement (Davies and Fleiss, 1982) using each to-
ken’s label. The score was computed separately for
the source side and the target side. This resulted in
an agreement of 0.61 for the source side and 0.68
for the target side. We also calculated the agree-
ment with all the different insertions merged into
one category, and all the deletions merged into one
category. This increased the agreement scores to
0.74 for the source side and 0.72 for the target side.
This indicates that there is a tradeoff between the
granularity of the labels and the agreement that can
be expected. The first author manually reviewed
the nine resulting sets of 50 sentence pairs in order
to produce a single dataset. We did not proceed
automatically in order to avoid any inconsisten-
cies coming from disagreements. This aggregated
dataset is referred to as the gold dataset in this pa-
per, and the fully annotated dataset is referred to as
ASSETann.

3.5 Analysis of the Annotation

In this section, we compare the annotations of each
annotator versus the reference, on the gold dataset.
First, the average κ score of each annotator with

2Most of those cases can be found in the annotation guide
(Appendix A) and serve as examples.

3While no native English speaker participated in the an-
notation, all participants have a proven strong B2 / C1 CEFR
level of English.

4Hourly rate 25% above the national minimum wage.
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the gold is 0.73 for the original sentences and 0.74
for the simplified sentences, which corresponds to
a substantial agreement. Moreover, the standard
deviation of the 9 annotators is rather low (σ =
.04 for the source and σ = .05 for target), with κ
values ranging from 0.65 to 0.79. This confirms
that all annotators were able to annotate with a
rather similar level of reliability.

In order to give a view on the reliability of the
annotation per operation, we computed recall and
precision by comparing the annotations of each
annotator to the gold, per label. We averaged those
values over the 9 annotators to get a global view
of the categories that are difficult to annotate (see
Table 8 in Appendix C for the complete results).

For most categories, the recall and precision val-
ues seem satisfactory, being superior to 0.6, which
is in line with the global robust κ. On source sen-
tences, annotators were prone to forget about the
fromPron category, whereas they had trouble to
correctly identify hyponyms and POS changes. A
close investigation of the confusion matrices of
each annotator reveals that most errors regarding
hyponyms and hyperonyms are due to their annota-
tion as synonyms. On simplifications, annotators
tended to miss the two categories fromPron (con-
fused with incst about 50% of the time) and toImp.
In addition, they had trouble to correctly use the
following categories: inoth (often confused with
another insert operation such as incst and inmod)
and inprop (which is also mixed with other insert
operations).

3.6 Resource Description

This section describes the resource, called
ASSETann, resulting from the annotation process.
The ASSET test set contains 3,590 pairs of original
and simplified sentences (359 sentences with 10
simplifications each). During the annotation pro-
cess, we observed 19 pairs of identical sentences,
and 227 erroneous simplifications across 157 differ-
ent source sentences.5 ASSETann contains 3,323
annotated pairs of original and simplified sentences.
In total, 12,827 operations were identified. Syn-
onym is the most common operation observed (14%
of the total number of operations). In fact, seven
operations (synonym, delcst, deloth, incst, delmod,
move and delprop) account for 70% of the opera-
tions in both the gold and ASSETann.

54 source sentences with 4 errors, 10 source sentences with
3 errors, 32 sentences with 2 errors and 105 with 1 error.

The number of operations in both datasets can
be seen in Table 1. Notably, 17 operations were
observed less than 10 times in the gold corpus.In
the whole dataset, we identified that 31 annotations
with delete labels (out of 5 073) were in the simpli-
fied side and 52 annotations with insert labels (out
of 2 547) were in the original side. As those are
errors, we automatically changed those labels into
their adequate counterpart (e.g. changing all delcst
labels found on the simplified side into incst opera-
tions). Table 1 and the results reported in Section 4
take this adjustment into account. We did not apply
this to the data used for the analysis in Section 3.5.

Label #anno gold #anno

synonym 21 1793
delcst 29 1736
deloth 16 1549
incst 25 1391
delmod 22 1359
move 20 920
split 12 688
inoth 4 697
hyperonym 12 613
delprop 13 450
verbal features 6 428
POS change 1 278
inmod 4 243
inprop 3 195
hyponym 1 85
s2p 1 81
p2a 2 65
pron 3 64
fromPron 2 47
p2s 2 36
toImp 1 35
a2p 1 33
pos2neg 0 24
fromImp 0 23
neg2pos 0 8
merge 0 2

Table 1: Occurrence of the annotations

In order to see whether the number of opera-
tions in a sentence can be affected by the sentence
length, we analyzed the relation between those two
aspects (see in Appendix B for details). We found
that while the longest sentences show the highest
operation count, there is no significant correlation
between the number of operations and the length
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of a sentence.
Another important perspective is the number of

operations per sentence. Given the nature of text
simplification, different levels of linguistic oper-
ations are expected (e.g., lexical and syntactical
operations). In this sense, we observed that 13% of
the simplified sentences are the result of a single
operation. Moreover, 50% of the sentences in the
corpus result from up to 3 operations, and 88% of
the sentences have up to 6 operations (see Table 7
in Appendix B).

Finally, we identified the number of tokens
added and deleted by each operation (see Table 6).
This enables to verify the mapping between linguis-
tic and computational operations. As expected, all
deletions tend to remove all the annotated words.
However, in some cases, some words remain, or
other words are inserted, in order to keep the sen-
tence correct. Similarly, fromImp and pron oper-
ations tend to remove tokens in the sentence. In
the opposite direction, content insertion is most re-
markable in a2p, fromPron, neg2pos, and pos2neg
operations, and the operations specific for inser-
tions (incst, inmod, inoth and inprop). The other
operations do not modify the number of tokens.
Comparing the token count in both sides of the cor-
pus in relation to each operation, we observed that
all operations could be arranged as add, del and
replace following the guide.6 This analysis allows
us to indirectly measure the quality of the annota-
tion, and it also allows us to observe that 25% of
the operations in ASSET are insertions, 40% are
deletions and 35% are replacements.

3.7 Comparison

Some works proposing typologies mentioned in
Section 2.1 report proportions for the operations
they annotated in their respective corpora. In this
section, we compare those observations. It is im-
portant to note that all the compared works vary
regarding the corpora they use, namely along char-
acteristics such as context of creation, language,
size, text genre, domain and target audience. The
typologies that were used are all different as well.
As overcoming all those gaps for a comprehensive
analysis is out of the scope of this paper, we pro-
pose a simple overview of the results.

6We compared the distribution using a T-test (alpha of
0.05). We could not observe a statistical different in the num-
ber of tokens after and before the deloth and delmod due to
their high variance. However, when observing their usage, it
is clear that they removed the tokens.

Table 2 shows the outcome of our comparison.
We include information about the context of the cor-
pus creation in the Method column. Indeed, some
source corpora were created as part of a work on
ATS (S), and others were not (A). This might have
an influence on the simplification process. For ex-
ample, ASSET’s crowdworkers were given exam-
ples of original sentences and simplified versions
before performing the task. As one of the goals of
the creators of ASSET was to produce a parallel
corpus with “multiple rewriting operations” – in
opposition to TurkCorpus which contained lexical
operations – the approach may explain why the pro-
portion of lexical operations we found is the lowest.
The highest proportion of lexical operations was
found in the CLEAR corpus. As CLEAR was built
by aligning sentences from comparable corpora in
the medical domain, this may be explained by the
amount of specialized terminology in the complex
side. The CBST corpus displays two methods of
corpus creation, called “Intuitive” and “Stuctural”.
In both cases, the approach was to simplify sci-
entific texts so that they could be understood by
children. The first one consisted in asking a teacher
to rewrite texts following only their knowledge of
the target audience, the other one consisted in ask-
ing a court translator to simplify using easy-to-read
guidelines. While the proportion of syntactic op-
erations is similar in both cases, the other types
vary.

Those surface observations indicate that there
might not exist a universal way of simplifying a
text, even within a given language. The factors that
we could identify are numerous: language, target
audience, domain, genre, profile of the person(s)
performing the simplification, context of the sim-
plification task (for human readers or for research),
and type of instructions given. We believe that
those criteria should be taken into account when
working on ATS systems during the design of the
system, the choices made in the selection and prepa-
ration of the data, the evaluation protocol and the
comparison with other works.

4 Experiments

We propose two experiments that show how
ASSETann can help studying evaluation protocols.
First, we analyze the behavior of SARI, with re-
spect to ASSETann. Second, we re-evaluate exist-
ing ATS systems from the literature, to have a view
on how they handle linguistic operations.
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Corpus Language Size Method Source or Domain Lexical Syntactic Split Merge
ASSETann (this work) en 3 223 sp S Wikipedia 19.41% 37.22% 5.36% 0.01%
CBST Intuitive (Gonzalez-Dios et al., 2018) eu 454 sp S Science 24.92% 39.54% 23.55% 0.40%
CBST Structural (Gonzalez-Dios et al., 2018) eu 454 sp S Science 33.62% 39.39% 12.30% 0.22%
CLEAR (Koptient et al., 2019) fr 663 sp A Medical 69% 23% - -
Parallel143 (Amancio and Specia, 2014) en 143 sp A Wikipedia 39.8% 39.47% 7.02% -
PorSimples (Caseli et al., 2009) pt 104 dp S News 46.31% 15.6% 34.17% 0.24%
Simplext (Bott and Saggion, 2014) es 145 sp A News 39.02% 37.4% 12.20% 0.81%
Terence (Brunato et al., 2014) it 1 036 sp A Children’s stories 40.01% 41,26% 1.75% 0.57%

Table 2: Comparison of reported simplification corpora contents. In the Method column, A = aligned from a
pre-existing corpus (either comparable or manually simplified), S = manually simplified within a work related to
ATS. In the Size column, sp = sentence pairs, dp = document pairs. The reported size corresponds to the sample
used for analysis, which may differ from the actual size of the corpus with the same name. A cell containing "-"
means either that the value is 0 or that the information was not reported for this operation type.

4.1 Analysis of SARI’s Behavior
We use ASSETann to analyze SARI’s and its sub-
components’ behavior in relation to simplifica-
tion operations. SARI is composed of three sub-
components that are averaged to obtain SARI’s
final score. These sub-components are keep, add
and del, respectively taking into account n-grams
that are kept, added or deleted from the original sen-
tence to the simplified one, taking reference(s) into
account. More precisely, for each sub-component
(sc) keep, add and del, the F1-score is computed
for each n-gram size n7:

F1(n, sc) = 2 ∗ precsc(n) ∗ recallsc(n)
precsc(n) + recallsc(n)

SARI = 1

3
∑

sc∈{keep,add,del}
1

k

k

∑
n=1

F1(n, sc).
We created a tabular dataset in which the pres-

ence of operations is represented by the number of
occurrences in the sentence pair annotation. For in-
stance, “move = 2” and “synonym = 0” means that
two move operations were applied to the sentence
to obtain the simplification, while no synonym op-
eration was found. By observing the correlation
between the presence of specific operations and
the global SARI scores, we find little correlation
between the two. This means that no specific opera-
tion seems to correspond to the global SARI score.
What is surprising is that operations mapped to
SARI’s sub-components (insertions and deletions)
are not correlated with SARI scores (see Table 9 in
Appendix D), despite being correlated with SARI’s
sub-components (see Table 10 in Appendix D).

In order to go further, we analyze how well com-
bining operations can predict SARI’s score. To

7This description of SARI is the one implemented in
EASSE (Alva-Manchego et al., 2019), which is the imple-
mentation we used throughout this paper.

evaluate our models, we use an average R2 using
a 10-fold cross-validation, with 9 folds for train-
ing and 1 fold for testing. The 157 source sen-
tences for which we found at least one erroneous
simplification were removed from the experiment.
This is to make sure that all original sentences
contain 10 non-erroneous simplifications for the
10-fold cross validation procedure. A Lasso re-
gression model (Tibshirani, 1996) with optimized
hyper-parameters barely obtains a R2 of 0 when
predicting the final SARI score. This indicates
that the model cannot predict better than by simply
using the mean. We found the same result with
regression trees (Breiman et al., 1984), random
forests (Breiman, 2001) and multi-layer percep-
trons (Hinton, 1989)8. However, predicting SARI’s
sub-components is at least possible using Lasso
with an average R2 of 0.24, 0.03 and 0.23 for keep,
add and del respectively. Table 3 presents the co-
efficients of a Lasso model trained on the whole
corpus to predict SARI’s sub-components. These
coefficients were obtained with an R2 of 0.25, 0.05
and 0.24 for keep, add and del respectively. The
main finding at this level is that a large amount
of operations have 0 as coefficient, meaning those
have no effect on SARI’s sub-components.

We can state that while SARI has a degree of re-
lation to linguistic operations, averaging the score
of all its sub-components hides this piece of in-
formation. This highlights two issues with SARI.
First, SARI has a very low variance and is not very
sensitive to the differences between system outputs.
This makes predictions using only SARI’s mean
really efficient, as averaging three very different
sub-components always leads to roughly the same
SARI score. Second, as SARI relies on references

8All experiments of this section have been performed using
Scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011)
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keep add del

inoth 0 0.1 0
split 0 0.73 0
deloth -3.91 -0.19 3.05
delcst -2.44 0 1.52
move -1.55 0.14 1.5
delprop -3.97 -0.74 3.66
incst 0 0.95 0
hyperonym 0 0.14 1.58
synonym -1.68 0.61 3.63
delmod -3.39 0 3.02

Table 3: Coefficients of Lasso regression models predict-
ing SARI’s sub-components. Operations with non-zeros
coefficients for add and del indeed involve adding and
deleting tokens. The negative coefficients for predicting
keep indicates that the operation reduces the score of the
keep sub-component of SARI. Absent operations have
all coefficient values at 0.

to compute its score, the average on several refer-
ences (in our case 9 references) reinforces the low
variance of SARI. This last issue is also present for
the three sub-components of SARI, which explain
the somewhat low R2 scores. Indeed, in all cases,
predicting with the mean already makes it possible
to obtain good results. It is therefore difficult to
find the particular operations that explain more than
what the mean already explains. This is particularly
true for the add sub-component. This interpreta-
tion also accounts for the reason why the Lasso
coefficients in Table 3 make sense, despite their
associated low R2: it is very difficult to explain
what the mean does not already explain.

Using ASSETann, we highlighted two elements
of SARI. First, we presented in Table 3 the opera-
tions that best match the sub-components of SARI.
This favors the use of SARI’s sub-components for
evaluation, instead of the global score. Second, the
difficulty to make better predictions than the mean
highlights the issue of SARI’s low variance.

4.2 Re-evaluation of ATS Systems

This section shows how the annotation we propose
can be useful for the ATS research community.
First, as we identified 2 % of erroneous simplifica-
tions – which might affect the current perception
of existing systems –, we rescored the systems pro-
posed by Zhang and Lapata (2017); Dong et al.
(2019); Martin et al. (2020); Nisioi et al. (2017);
Wubben et al. (2012) (see the orig and new columns

of Table 49). Overall, BLEU scores decrease by
1.4 on average. seq2seqwiki obtains the best BLEU
score (from 76.3 to 85.9), outperforming Dress-Ls,
which decreased by 4 points (from 86.4 to 82.4).
For SARI, removing errors decreased all scores.
In particular, MUSS systems have the strongest
decrease (average of 1.3 points).

We also analyzed the effect of linguistically mo-
tivated groups of operations. For that, we created a
subset of ASSET by keeping only references that
were annotated with at least one lexical operation
(i.e., synonym, hyponym, and hyperonym – 2,138
references) and another subset with references hav-
ing at least one syntactic operation (i.e., inprop,
inmod, inoth, delprop, delmod, deloth, a2p, p2a,
split, toImp, fromImp, a2n, n2a, – 2,799 references).
These results are presented in columns synt and lex
of Table 4. In general, SARI scores decreased for
all models. MUSSwiki♠ (Martin et al., 2020) re-
mains the highest scoring system for lexical and
syntactic simplification. In general, we observed
that the decrease of SARI is on average 1.3 with
the syntactic subset, and an impressive decrease
average of 3.5 points with the lexical subset.

Finally, we explore the behavior of computa-
tional operations in relation to our mapping (see
Section 3.2) – also observed in the number of
added, deleted, and replaced tokens (see Sec-
tion 3.6) – in order to observe the systems’ perfor-
mance. We create 3 subsets: one with references
containing at least one add operation (2,040 ref-
erences), another one with del operations (2,866
references) and one with replace operations (2,719
references). Comparing the SARI scores, MUSS
systems tend to present similar scores for the three
subsets, but the difference between the scores in the
entire dataset (column ORIG) and each subset is
remarkably different: MUSSnewsela♠ is the most
stable system with a decrease of 2.7, 0.5 and 1.4
respectively for add, del and replace subsets. On
the other hand, MUSSwiki is the system with the
greatest loss of performance 4.3, 1.5 and 2.0 respec-
tively for add, del and replace subsets. In general,
the systems kept a similar SARI score with del
(average decrease of 1.3) and replace (average de-
crease of 1.8) subsets. Using the add subset, SARI
decreased on average by 4 points on all systems. It
is noticeable that systems with better SARI scores
have a large proportion of add.

9The orig and new columns indicate, respectively, the val-
ues for the original ASSET and the values after removing the
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SARI BLEU Proportion

orig new lex synt mapping orig new add deladd del repl
Dress (Zhang and Lapata, 2017) 37.1 36.3 33.4 34.6 32.0 34.6 34.7 84.2 80.0 0.04 0.31
Dress-Ls (Zhang and Lapata, 2017) 36.6 35.8 32.7 34.0 31.3 34.1 34.1 86.4 82.2 0.04 0.30
EditNTS (Dong et al., 2019) 34.9 34.0 30.3 32.3 29.4 32.3 31.9 86.2 83.3 0.04 0.23
NTS-SARI (Nisioi et al., 2017) 34.0 33.4 29.5 31.7 28.7 31.6 31.1 84.2 82.0 0.06 0.21
PBMT-R (Wubben et al., 2012) 34.6 33.7 29.2 32.1 29.2 32.2 31.3 79.4 77.6 0.09 0.15
MUSS♠ (Martin et al., 2020) 42.7 41.4 38.3 40.3 37.9 40.3 39.9 66.2 64.6 0.16 0.28
MUSSnewsela (Martin et al., 2020) 42.9 41.6 37.7 40.4 38.0 40.5 39.6 71.4 70.1 0.20 0.30
MUSSnewsela♠ (Martin et al., 2020) 41.4 40.3 37.5 39.8 37.6 39.8 38.9 78.4 75.7 0.11 0.37
MUSSwiki (Martin et al., 2020) 43.6 42.3 38.5 40.8 38.1 40.9 40.3 76.3 74.8 0.19 0.26
MUSSwiki♠ (Martin et al., 2020) 44.2 42.8 39.6 41.6 39.2 41.6 41.3 72.9 71.5 0.19 0.29
MUSS♣♠ (Martin et al., 2020) 41.1 40.0 37.2 39.5 37.1 39.5 38.7 77.2 74.0 0.06 0.35
seq2seq♠ (Martin et al., 2020) 38.0 37.0 33.5 36.1 33.7 36.2 35.2 61.8 60.4 0.17 0.23
seq2seqwiki (Martin et al., 2020) 32.7 32.0 27.7 30.1 27.4 30.2 29.9 76.3 85.9 0.03 0.18

Table 4: SARI and BLEU scores of systems considering the original and annotated ASSET and grouping the
sentences regarding the operation type. Proportion is the proportion of add and del operations as calculated by
EASSE. Unsupervised MUSS are indicated with ♠ and MUSS with mBart is indicated with ♣.

5 Discussion

We performed the annotation of ASSET with the
goal of shedding light on automatic ATS evaluation
using linguistic information. This enabled us to
make several insightful contributions.

Regarding the analysis of current automatic
evaluation, we have shown that SARI’s sub-
components can inform on the linguistic operations
present in references that appear in a system output,
whereas this is lost when averaging the three sub-
components into one single score. This insight is an
argument in favor of reporting the sub-components’
scores while performing evaluation, as some works
started to do (Zhao et al., 2020; Tanprasert and
Kauchak, 2021). The analyses we performed also
make the case for further exploration in bridging
linguistic operations and computational operations.
We believe that ASSETann and our experiments
can serve to pave the way for future ATS evaluation
practices that would go further in that direction.

We selected subsets of references to use for
the evaluation according to predetermined sets of
operations. Creating such subsets allows to fo-
cus on relevant operations for a given target audi-
ence’s specific needs in the evaluation framework.
ASSETann is a first step in that direction.

As discussed in Section 3.3, we did not evalu-
ate simplicity. Though it can be time consuming,
we recommend to assess simplicity based on the
precise definition of the task. During the resource

2% of the sentences identified as erroneous simplification.

creation, annotators told us they thought that some
simplifications were, in fact, obviously not sim-
pler. Working with members of the target audience
of a given task in order to identify references that
should not be taken into account would allow for a
more accurate evaluation protocol.

Finally, as a future work we would like to lever-
age the annotated dataset to automatically repro-
duce the annotation.

6 Conclusion

In this work, we produced an annotated version of
the ASSET test set. The resource was annotated
by 9 annotators, following a typology that we pro-
posed based on existing similar typologies. Based
on the annotation, we could clean the test set by
removing 227 sentence pairs with manifest errors
and produce a curated version of ASSET. We re-
evaluated systems for which the outputs were avail-
able and provided the community with updated
performance results using SARI and BLEU. The
different resources described in the paper and the
code used for our analyses are available online.10

In addition, we performed an extensive analy-
sis of SARI’s sub-components and found links be-
tween those and linguistic operations. We see these
results as a promising direction to improve auto-
matic ATS evaluation by exploring the relationship
between computational and linguistic operations.

10https://github.com/remicardon/
assetann
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8 Limitations

The limitations of our work are the following:

• We do not comment upon simplicity in the
corpus. The reason for this is explained in
Section 3.3;

• We should mention that the typology pro-
posed, as it aims to be as generic as possible,
covers a large amount of simplification trans-
formations, but might need some adaptations
or additions to be applied to specific contexts
or languages;

• We identified that some operations were less
consensual to annotate than others and that
granularity makes the task more difficult (Sec-
tion 3.5). That said, this does not invalidate
our analyses and we intend our typology to
serve as a basis for producing task-specific
sets of operations, based on the translation
of users’ needs into concrete simplification
operations;

• The annotation was performed only on one
evaluation dataset. We discuss this in Sec-
tions 1 and 3.1. We found linguistic opera-
tions that do not influence the score of SARI’s
sub-components (Section 4.1), but as we only
annotated ASSET’s test set, more observa-
tions need to be performed to confirm or refute
this conclusion.
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A Annotation Guide

1 Connection to Yawat

Yawat is the annotation tool used. It is a web interface. As Yawat presents security risks, access is done in
two steps.

First, navigate to REDACTED URL.
You will be asked for a login and a password:

• login: REDACTED

• password: REDACTED

Normally, you can save this information in the browser so that you don’t have to copy the password
each time.

You then reach the Yawat connection interface where you will use the login and password communicated
to you.

2 Using Yawat

Once connected, you will see a list of files to annotate. Click on a file name to go to the annotation
interface proper.

In the annotation interface, sentences are grouped: the original sentence on the left and the simplified
sentence on the right.

It it possible to switch to a different view where the sentences are shown one above the other by clicking
on the logo with the two rectangles in the top right corner of the page.

On first opening of an annotation file, check a “done” case, then uncheck it, then reload the page.
Without this step, the interface will not be responsive.

Annotating a segment of text, either on one side only (e.g., for insertions or deletions), or by aligning
segments of the two sentences (e.g., for lexical substitutions) is done in three steps:

• Click on each token of the group to annotate

• Hold down Shift and click on one of the highlighted words, then release Shift. This step validates the
group.

• Hold down Shift and click on one of the words in the group and the annotation menu will appear.
The list changes based on whether the words of the groups appear in the two sentences or just in one
of the two sentences.
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After annotating a sentence pair, you can check the “done” case. This updates your progress on the
welcome page, saves the annotation of the sentence and advances the view so that the next unchecked
(i.e., sentence to annotate) appears next on screen.

To make sure that your progress is saved, click on the “save” button in the top right corner of the
page.

3 Annotation

This section describes each element of the typology.

3.1 Move
This label is used to indicate words that change positions but are not otherwise modified. This label is to
be annotated on the level of the constituent that is moved. Transformation operations take precedence
over this label.

Example:

3.2 Erroneous simplification
This label is to be used with parsimony: the label is used to indicate cases where the simplification is
contradicting the original sentence or where the simplification is clearly unrelated to the original sentence.
In this case, no other label than this one is to be used; all other transformations are ignored. The label is
applied to the first word of each sentence.

Examples:

The segment to fit the baby doesn’t correspond to any information in the original sentence.

The two sentences are contradictory.

Deleting the affixes -dependent and S- distorts the meaning of the original sentence.

While it is possible to reconstruct the meaning of the sentence, there’s a missing word between the and of
in the simplified sentence.
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3.3 Insert/Delete
3.3.1 -cst
cst stands for consistency. This label is used for transformations imposed by the context, i.e. transfor-
mations that become necessary for the sentence to remain grammatical due to other transformations.
For example, if eats becomes eaten by in a pair of sentences, by is annotated as insert-cst. Example
(insertion):

In the example, the annotation indicates that She and was were added due to another transformation (the
sentence splitting).

These labels will be used abundantly, including:

• All insertions and deletions of puncutation (except sentence splitting, see section 3.5.5)

• All insertions and deletions of possessive markers (’s)

• In cases where a preposition or determiner could be annotated with the synonymy label (on March 9,
2000 → in 2000; a → the)

3.3.2 -mod
mod stands for modifier. All added or deleted modifiers are to be annotated with this label. This covers
both word-level modifiers (for example a qualifying adjective modifying a noun) and sentence-level
modifiers (for example adverbial phrases).

Example (deletion):

3.3.3 -prop
prop stands for proposition. All added or deleted propositions are to be annotated with this label.

Example (deletion):

3.3.4 -other
This label is used for all insertions and deletions not covered by the aforementioned cases.

Examples (deletion):

_______
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3.4 Lexical transformations

3.4.1 Without part-of-speech change

• The label synonym is used in the broadest sense; verbal paraphrases are also covered by this definition,
as shown in the first example.

Examples :

The labels hyperonym and hyponym are rather self-explanatory. The simplified term is characterized
with regards to the original term. For example, if the original sentence contains cat and the simplified
sentence animal, the label will be hyperonym. These labels do not only cover what could be found in
a lexical network but have to be evaluated in the context of the sentence, as shown in the following
example.

Example (hyperonymy):

• singular to plural and plural to singular are rather self-explanatory. The simplified term is charac-
terized with regards to the original term. If, for example, the original sentence contains cats and
the simplified sentence cat, the label will be plural to singular. This label is to be used solely if the
transformation is a change in number. Lexical substitution labels take precedence over this label.

No examples encountered during the testing phase.

3.4.2 Part-of-speech changes

There are two types of part-of-speech changes:

• Transformations related to coreference: pronominalization and pronoun resolution. The simplified
term is characterized with regards to the original term. The notion of pronoun is used in the sense of
anaphoric expression, as illustrated in the following example:
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• Part-of-speech changes: POS change. This label concerns words that are in a relationship of
derivation. For example, this label is used for transformations such as advertisement → advertise.

No examples encountered during the testing phase.

3.5 Syntactic transformations
3.5.1 Verbal features
This label indicates changes in tense or modality of the verb. For example, if the original sentence
contains does and the simplified sentence will do, this change will be annotated as verbal features. Lexical
substitution and grammatical voice take precedence over this label.

Example:

3.5.2 Active to passive / Passive to active
These labels indicate a change in voice. Only the verb is annotated with this label; changes in syntactic
function of the agent or patient are not annotated. If the subject of the verb changes, this label takes
priority. If the subject of the verb does not change, lexical transformations take precedence over
this label.

Examples:

The complement “the town charter” becomes the subject in the simplification, thus this label is applied.

Since the subject is the same in both sentences, the label synonym is used instead.

3.5.3 To impersonal form / To personal form
This label indicates transformations such as It is our house that the cat is in → The cat is in our house.
In this example, It, is, that in the original sentence are annotated with the label To personal form. In the
opposite case, the same words (in the simplified sentence) would be annotated with To impersonal form.

Example (to impersonal form):
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3.5.4 Affirmation to negation / Negation to affirmation
These labels indicate the change from an affirmative sentence to a negated sentence and vice versa. Only
negation markers are annotated with this label. Negation markers appearing in the simplification are
annotated with Affirmation to negation, while negation markers disappearing from the original sentence
are annotated with Negation to affirmation.

Example :

3.5.5 Merge / Split
Split indicates that the original sentence is split into multiple sentences in the simplified version. For
example, if the original sentence is The cat is tall and also blue and the simplified sentence The cat is tall.
It is also blue., the full stop between the two simplified sentences is annotated with Split. The segment It
is in It is also blue. is annotated as insert-cst (see examples). The label merge – two sentences or more
grouped into one sentence – is present for reasons of coherence. However, there normally is no case where
this label is applicable, as sentences are simplified one by one in ASSET.

Examples:

3.6 Note
It can happen that certain transformations can be annotated in more than one way, with no rules of priority
taking absolute precedence. As it is impossible to cover all possibilities, an arbitrary rule is to annotate
as close to the token-level as possible.

For example, the the following sentence:

The transformation reports of riots → riot reports can be annotated in two ways:

• Annotate the two groups with the label synonym

• Annotate (i) riots and riot as plural to singular, (ii) reports and reports as move, and (iii) of in the
original sentence as delete-cst.

Both approaches are valid, but in order to minimize disagreement, we apply the second choice in this
case.
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4 Table of abbreviations

The following table summarizes the abbreviations used in the annotation interface and their corresponding
labels as described in this document. The table is organized alphabetically by the labels shown in the
interface, except for mirrored operations.

Abbreviation Operation

a2n affirmation to negation
n2a negation to affirmation
a2p active to passive
p2a passive to active
delC delete-cst
delM delete-mod
delO delete-other
delP delete-prop
err erroneous simplification
hypero hyperonym
hypo hyponym
insertC insert-cst
insertM insert-mod
insertO insert-other
insertP insert-prop
merge merge
move move
POSC POS change
pronom pronominalization
pronres pronoun resolution
p2s plural to singular
s2p singular to plural
split split
syn synonym
toImp to impersonal form
toPers to personal form
verbF verbal features

Table 5: Glossary of abbreviations used in the screenshots throughout the annotation guide.
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B Measurements of the annotated resource

Whole dataset Gold
#tks (sent. orig) #tks (sent. simpl) #tks (sent. orig) #tks (sent. simpl)

Tag Avg Std Avg Std Avg Std Avg Std

a2p 1,182 0,625 2,000 0,492 2,000 NA 2,000 NA
delcst 1,204 0,523 NA NA 1,263 0,440 NA NA
delmod 1,956 1,955 0,004 0,091 1,759 1,164 NA NA
deloth 2,749 2,713 NA NA 2,955 1,846 NA NA
delprop 5,912 5,339 NA NA 6,188 3,486 NA NA
fromImp 2,000 0,978 0,130 0,337 NA NA NA NA
fromPron 1,163 0,421 2,020 0,958 1,000 NA 1,500 0,500
hyperonym 1,625 2,328 1,165 0,571 1,000 NA 1,000 NA
hyponym 1,078 0,307 1,333 0,667 1,500 1,225 1,000 NA
incst NA NA 1,359 0,788 NA NA 1,340 0,723
inmod NA NA 1,389 0,83 NA NA 1,500 0,866
inoth NA NA 1,723 1,32 NA NA 1,400 0,490
inprop NA NA 2,873 1,862 NA NA 3,000 1,414
merge 1,000 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
move 2,294 1,922 2,295 1,926 2,917 3,128 2,938 3,165
neg2pos 2,750 1,714 1,250 0,433 NA NA NA NA
p2a 1,970 0,758 1,152 0,435 1,500 0,500 1,000 NA
p2s 1,026 0,160 1,000 NA 1,000 NA 1,000 NA
pos2neg 1,600 0,849 2,440 1,061 NA NA NA NA
POSchange 1,009 0,125 1,035 0,215 1,000 NA 1,000 NA
pron 3,313 4,183 1,060 0,237 1,333 0,471 1,000 NA
s2p 1,085 0,453 1,000 NA 1,000 NA 1,000 NA
split NA NA 1,000 NA NA NA 1,000 NA
synonym 1,320 0,726 1,371 0,784 1,361 0,713 1,528 0,897
toImp NA NA 2,143 0,723 NA NA 2,000 NA
verbf 1,233 0,523 1,107 0,335 1,000 NA 1,000 NA

Table 6: Average (and standard deviation) number of tokens in the original and simplified sentences per tag, in the
whole dataset and in the gold.
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Figure 1: Number of annotations w.r.t. the size of the sentence (error bar indicates a confidence interval of 0.05).

#anno #pairs of sent

1 444
2 533
3 594
4 548
5 464
6 334
7 191
8 106
9 57
10 24
11 7
12 2
14 1

Table 7: Number of annotations per sentence in ASSETann.
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C Average recall and precision values per type of simplification operations over the 9
annotators

Simplified Original
Operation Total Count Recall Precision Recall Precision

a2p 1 0.89 0.79 0.83 0.79
delcst 30 NA NA 0.69 0.71
delmod 22 NA NA 0.68 0.63
deloth 16 NA NA 0.61 0.52
delprop 13 NA NA 0.57 0.77
err 5 0.58 0.75 0.58 0.75
fromPron 2 0.33 0.92 0.39 0.92
hyperonym 12 0.63 0.65 0.6 0.69
hyponym 1 0.56 0.32 0.56 0.38
incst 24 0.75 0.75 NA NA
inmod 4 0.59 0.52 NA NA
inoth 4 0.51 0.2 NA NA
inprop 3 0.53 0.34 NA NA
move 20 0.81 0.89 0.81 0.89
none NA 0.94 0.96 0.93 0.93
p2a 2 0.83 0.88 0.85 0.76
p2s 2 0.78 0.92 0.78 0.92
POSchange 1 1 0.49 1 0.48
pron 3 0.7 0.77 0.69 0.8
s2p 1 0.78 0.65 0.78 0.65
split 12 0.93 0.93 NA NA
synonym 12 0.66 0.69 0.66 0.66
toImp 1 0.44 0.67 NA NA
verbf 6 0.81 0.79 0.81 0.82

Table 8: Number of annotations per operation found in the gold corpus, and average recall and precision at the token
level for the 9 annotators, per operation (simplified sentences and original sentences). NA indicates operations not
seen in the respective data. None has a count of NA because it is only applied when an annotator does not label a
token.
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D Correlations Linguistic Operations – SARI and Linguistic Operations – SARI’s
sub-components

Spearman correlation p-value

inoth 0.0161 0.3349
split 0.0915 0
deloth -0.0137 0.4119
p2s -0.017 0.3084
delcst 0.0413 0.0134
verbf 0.0519 0.0018
pron -0.035 0.036
move 0.012 0.4731
inprop 0.0295 0.0775
delprop -0.0381 0.0223
incst 0.0718 0
s2p -0.0338 0.0428
fromPron -0.0038 0.8194
merge -0.0033 0.8421
p2a 0.0119 0.4752
pos2neg 0.0028 0.8648
neg2pos -0.018 0.2806
hyponym -0.0191 0.253
toImp -0.0283 0.09
fromImp -0.0349 0.0367
POSchange 0.0177 0.2895
hyperonym 0.0374 0.025
a2p -0.018 0.2814
synonym 0.163 0
delmod -0.0025 0.8792
inmod 0.0194 0.2451

Table 9: Spearman correlation between the occurrence of operations in sentences and their SARI score. p-values
of 0 mean that the values are lower than 0.0001. Large p-values come from the fact that some operations do not
sufficiently occur in the corpus.
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keep add del
Transformation Spearman p-value Spearman p-value Spearman p-value

inoth -0.0752 0 0.0658 0.0001 0.073 0
split 0.0251 0.1328 0.1925 0 -0.0063 0.7052
deloth -0.2214 0 0.0008 0.9614 0.2015 0
p2s -0.0478 0.0042 0.0144 0.3899 0.0378 0.0235
delcst -0.2267 0 0.1482 0 0.2279 0
verbf -0.0827 0 0.089 0 0.1441 0
pron -0.0827 0 0.011 0.5084 0.0321 0.0547
move -0.1764 0 0.0828 0 0.1486 0
inprop -0.0699 0 0.069 0 0.0947 0
delprop -0.1694 0 -0.0636 0.0001 0.1809 0
incst -0.1269 0 0.2198 0 0.1362 0
s2p -0.108 0 0.0258 0.1217 0.073 0
fromPron -0.0458 0.006 0.0114 0.4931 0.04 0.0165
merge -0.0257 0.123 -0.0056 0.736 0.0269 0.107
p2a -0.0304 0.0684 0.0123 0.4616 0.0421 0.0116
pos2neg -0.038 0.0229 0.0186 0.2663 0.0346 0.038
neg2pos -0.038 0.0226 -0.0147 0.3777 0.0378 0.0235
hyponym -0.0373 0.0256 0.0263 0.1145 0.0068 0.6847
toImp -0.0826 0 0.0148 0.3767 0.049 0.0033
fromImp -0.0355 0.0333 -0.0278 0.0957 -0.0055 0.7408
POSchange -0.1317 0 0.0655 0.0001 0.1538 0
hyperonym -0.0303 0.0699 0.0836 0 0.0649 0.0001
a2p -0.0307 0.0658 -0.0281 0.0926 0.0155 0.353
synonym -0.0607 0.0003 0.2135 0 0.2116 0
delmod -0.1857 0 0.0195 0.2416 0.2071 0
inmod -0.0472 0.0047 0.0332 0.0466 0.0725 0

Table 10: Spearman correlations (and their respective p-value) between each annotated transformation and the
sub-components of SARI (keep, add, del). p-values of 0 means that the value is lower than 0.0001.
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